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Most of us have not asked that question. We're not among the 216            

homes known as Area N-3 in the Phillippi Creek sewer project.

When Scarborough poses the question to himself, in a blog, he comes           

up with a disarming answer: "I'm nobody in particular."

But ask the Sarasota County commissioners who Scarborough is, and         



they'll say he's the guy who's making them rethink how they'll          

accomplish the sewer project in his neighborhood, and maybe the         

next one, as they try to replace 14,000 septic tanks with central           

sewers.

The experience is a good example of how government is supposed to           

work.

Scarborough's neighborhood, along the eastern shore of Phillippi,       

south of Webber Street and north of Bee Ridge Road, is not scheduled            

for gravity or vacuum sewers, the types most common for largescale          

systems. Instead, each of the 216 homes will get a grinder pump           

buried in its front yard.

A grinder — "about half the size of a Volkswagen Beetle," Scarborough           

says — stores waste in a tank, grinds it into a slurry, then pumps it to               

a main line.

Utilities sometimes employ grinders in areas of low elevation where         

other approaches will not work.

The county engineers' most compelling argument for grinders was        

cost. They're cheaper, maybe $5,000 less per home than vacuum or          

gravity systems.

As Scarborough and his neighbors started to do their research,         

however, the grinder negatives piled up.
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First, homeowners pay to run the pumps. Second, the pumps have          

repair problems. Third, if the power goes out, during a hurricane for           

instance, no one can flush. And, while a few homes in the N-3 area sit              

at 4 to 5 feet above sea level, many others, including Scarborough's,           

are in the 13- to 14-foot range, so the neighbors don't see why they             

have to settle for the third best option.

As for cost, Scarborough says, the grinders may be cheaper going in,           

but maintenance expenses and the need for emergency generators        

and rewiring at each site may bring their longterm costs close to the            

alternatives.

The neighbors organized. They erected signs, more than a hundred of          

them. "NO GRINDERS. Stop the pumps," they said. Scarborough        

started a blog at sarasotan3sewers.wordpress.com. He solicited      

comments and contributors, delved into research, spoke in public at         

commission meetings and set up private meetings with the        

commissioners and utility staff.

The group found cities that had had trouble with grinders. They found           

discrepancies in the county's price estimates. In a letter to the          

commissioners, neighbor Walt Menzel noted a study commissioned       

by Cape Coral that ranked grinders as the second worst method          

environmentally for handling waste. Only septic systems rated lower.

More notably, in debating what can become an emotional issue,         

Scarborough and his neighbors kept things civil. "The strength we         



have is being factual and respectful," he says. "Sometimes it's been a           

struggle."

In his "So, Who Is This Guy ... ?" blog, Scarborough even gave a nod              

to what he termed the county's "very committed engineering staff."

In explaining how he and those engineers could come to different          

conclusions about the grinders, Scarborough wrote, "... They have a         

daunting task with over 14,000 customers to consider. I'm concerned         

with 216. I can devote 100 percent of my time to an area that             

represents about 1 percent of their total."

Again, disarming.
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The neighborhood's tone and approach have resonated with the        

commissioners. "They didn't just show up and scream and yell,         

'You've got to do what we say or you're a bunch of idiots!'"            

Commissioner Charles Hines says.

"It's been a pleasure to work with them, actually," Commissioner         

Christine Robinson says.

Scarborough, 70, a retired large projects designer for Florida Power         

and Light, and his fellow nobodies have made their point.

County utility engineers are reassessing the grinders, which were to         

be installed on about 10 percent of the Phillippi Creek properties. In           



fact, Robinson says, because of Scarborough, the commissioners are        

taking a second look at the entire project.

"I'm glad to have the opportunity to do something for the community,           

but I am not an activist," Scarborough wrote. "When this project is           

finished, so am I."

That's too bad. We could use a few more nobodies to help run things.

Eric Ernst's column runs Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays. Contact        

him at eric.ernst@heraldtribune.com or (941) 486-3073.


